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Acaciemic cen are source of knowledge and committed to secure sustainable
development by striking a delicate balance between environment and
Cevelopment. In thls backdrop , we are seeking invaluable support of the Academic
fraternity of lndia to reverse the unsustainable motorized transport trend In India by
promoting " Cycling ". Cycling plays noble role ; contributes incredibly ;

assumes sustainable character ; and provides freedom from energy , pollution,
noise and congestion as also helps to improve health (obesity , Diabetic , cardio
- vascular , Muscles , bones and stamina )

A self contained appeal for promoting Cycling in your campus ; through
innovation ,research and use ; is attached herewith for reference

We are confident that cycling promotion in your Campus ( as resorted in
rnany prestigious universities /campuses of the world ) will be enhanced / taken
up purely on merit and in the National interest . This will undoubtedly help to
itnprove environmental footprint and health indicators of the campus and will also
irtspire other sections of the society .

V/ith highest Regards

Dr K. rv General . AICMA

\$$
Mad

Thakur
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AtcMA/12 /2078
Dated: 20'h May 2018

Respected Sir/ Madam,

Subject: An appeal to promote Cycling in the Academic Campus - Reg

Greetings from AICMA!

We are well aware of the enormous contributions that our academic institutions have made

towards nation building. There are no two views that the academic institutions in India have

been at the forefront of producing quality human resources to spearhead a knowledge societ,

that is committed to secure sustainable development by striking a delicate balance between

environment and development. .Against this glorious backdrop, we thought it appropriate to

resolve and reach out to the country's key academic functionaries with an appeal to help in the

resurgence of Cycling in academic campuses in India purely on the basis of innate benefits of

cycling, not only to Individuals but also to the country as a whoie. The context and the appeal

thereof are briefly explained as under:

A. THE ISSUE

In the increasingly dynamic era, "mobility" is gaining importance in defining a sustainable mix of

various modes of transport. The sheer dominance of automobiles at unsustainable level in

lndian cities /towns is adversely affecting urban population in terms of energy bills, transport

induced pollution vis-)-vis health effects, road congestion and inordinate delays, noise pollution

and sedentary lifestyle. Although it's emerging as a global phenomenon, but as far as India is

concerned, it is assuming a critical importance as the country imports 80 % of its required oil,

do not have adequate and affordable health care system and large number of lower strata

population needs a cheaper mobllity solution ,Thus, the need for reversing this unsustainable

trend can scarcely be over-em phasized.

B. SUSTAINBTE TRANSPORT . MIX

In response to unsustainable mobility

sensitive countries have resorted to
unsustainable to sustainable tra nsport

walking {0-1 km), cycling (0-3 Km} and

!r drrrye' t

trends, many environ ment-con scious and health-

corrective measures by way of migrating from

mix. The universally guiding protocol suggests for

Public transport {0-any Kms) as sustainable mix of

1
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Out of these three modes, pubiic transport (Metros, buses, etc.) is able to get requisite

Government support for policy, projects and funding. However, in spite of being active mode

of travel, Walking and Cycljng promotion in urban areas lacks on account of non- availability of

safe and segregated infrastructure; absence of parking facilities for Bicycles ; low social status

attached with Walking and Cycling; and above all, absence of active travelculture.

C, NATIONAL IMPORTANCE OF CYCIING

Cycling assumes national importance due to its Systemic, Substantial and Sustainable

contributions to all sectors of the economy. There are several common push - pull factors

responsible for the promotion of Cycling world-wide and are equally applicable for lndia too. In

brief, these are:

Social benefits ( Equitable and improved accessibility for livelihood and education,

improved physical health- Reduces Obesity / Diabetic , improved public transport

access, improved road safety and place making ) ;

Economic and Fiscal Benefits ( Reduced dependence on oil , affordable travel and

tourism economy l; and

> Environment {Reduced congestjon, ambient air quality - No Carbon footprint & PM 2.5

e missions and Noise red uctlo n ).

These combined concurrent benefits of cycling, unfortunately, neither measured nor factored
in the transport planning at State/ National level so far. Had this been taken into account, it
would have incredibly saved State/ National Budget in terms of expenditure on energy .

environment , health , congestion ,etc. on year to year basis besides ensuring livelihood

security, access to education to millions of population and tourism promotion. This is evident
from the fact that The European Cyclists Federation , Belgium has carried a study "Calculating

the economic benefits of Cycling in EU-27 " in June 2013 which confirms that estimated major

Cycling Benefits of EU-27 countries are around Rs 11 lakhs crores per annum - which is

incredible in value, In case of India, the corresponding value of benefits is estimated to be more

than 1.5% of th€ India's GDP as per interim report of The Energy Research Institute (TERI) New

Delhi. Therefore, the wiser mantra is to safeguard the community by developing /
institutionalizing a Cycling cu lture.

D. CYCTING ON RISE WORLDWIDE

Worldwide Cycling in cities is on the rise. Local authorities are increasingly developing
ambitious cycling policies because policy makers are coming to realize that cycling is good for
cities. What champion cities in the Netherlands or Denmark understood decades ago is

becoming increasingly clear to all and taking cycling seriously as a daily transport mode is a part



of a long term and sustainable urban development strategy. The most fascinating glimpse into
cycling is provided by the much pro-cycllng hype and large increases in cycling, albeit from very
low bases in four'mega cities', London, New York, Paris and Tokyo. " Bicycle " is recognized as

one of the top six environment friendly good by the United Nations Conference on Trade and

Development (UNCTAD).

E, APPEAL TO THE MANAGEMENT OF ACADEMIC CAMPUS

E1, GROUNDS

In spite of the facts that Cycling is indispensible mode of mobility for first mile, last mile and

local connectivity, the requisite resurgence in India is not happening due to several reasons,

The percentage use of bicycle in India is meager g % as compared to !!O % in The Netherlands.

Every per cent improvement in use translates into a huge energy saving, no- pollution, better
health and decongestion benefits to the Nation.Since, academic campus is an independent

entity with enlightened stakeholders; they are in a better position to take lead ln guiding the

society in the promotion of Cycling as a green initiative and showing a sustainable way to the
society.

E2. WAY FORWARD

Academic fraternity of India may like to come forward in promoting Cycling in the following

th ree ways:

i) Bicycle product design & engineering

Bicycle is an ever- evolving green product which is constantly undergoing technological changes

in material, component and assembly including E-Bicycles. Scientists / technologist could take

up Research on Bicycle both in product and processes.

ii) Research studies on relevant Cycling issues

The subjects on study in cycling may inter-alia include : Awareness and deeper realization;

Interdisciplinary Research around various themes; Developing and integrating new methods ;

and International Comparative studies by sociologists, anthropologists, geographers,

psychologists, engineers , environmentalists,doctors and urban planners .This may inter-alia

include Seminar, project and research topics at UG , PG & PhD levels .There is no dearth of data/
information on Cycling; internet provides enough on multifaceted subject matters.

iii) Promotion of Cycling on and around Campus



Every Campus may like to commit to ensure that its transport needs are met on a sustainable

basis. Cycling can play an important role in achieving this, as well as offering many other

benefits to both the individual and the communitv. The Advantages of Cycling for campus

lnciu o e:

> Efficient (Quickest mode of travel for many cross-campus and cross-town journeys

i Space-saving {Takes up a fraction of the parking space and road space required for cars:

more of our campus can remain green)

)" Clean(No polluting emissions like Carbon, PM , etc )

; Healthy (The cyclist benefits from exercise, and the whole community benefits from the

lack of oollution )

t Cheap (Running costs far less than for cars )

In the campus, under the guidance o{ management, the faculty, student and staff may

formulate customized Cycling mobility plan using captive, manned and app based public bike

sharing system. There are many success stories / guiding information available on the internet
for reference and AICMA acknowledges free access to these valuable material ; for example,

-The Best 40 bike friendly colleges/ca mpuses ( www.bestcolleeevalues.orsltop-bike-friendlv-
ca mpuses );

- The top 10 ways to encourage bicycling among college students (njbikeped.org/the-top-10-
ways-to-encou rage-bicycling and colleges in Edinburgh );

- How do we get students cycling more at universities & college in Edinburgh
(www.ed.ac.uk/f iles/atoms/files/ppp-cvclins -report march 2015);

- Cycling policies ior campLrs (http://www.lboro,ac. uk/staff Eroups/lubus/oolicies. htmla nd)

and so on .

This information may help in understanding various Cycling promotion strategies and
formulating a suitable Cycling plan for your Campus using Made -in -lndia Bicycles,

In this regard, AICMA assures that Indian Bicycle Industry, comprising 4000 micro- Large units
located in Ludhiana, Punjab (lndia) with annual production of 1.55 Crores Bicycles per annum
(second highest producer of the World) price ranging from Rs 2500 (Steel) - Rs 4, 00,000
(Titanium) has full capacity to provide adequately Made - in -lndia Eicycles to cater to all
range requirements of campus.

ln light of the above, it is appealed to the management of the academic campuses to consider
cycling promotion as above in larger Public and National interest as a green and healthy
initiative of the Campus to usher in a Sustainable Society.

With best regards,



Your's , sincerely,

,r,fi\-\y
\\'r-"'

( Dr K. B,Tha ku r )

Secretary General , AICMA

To,

All Vice Chancellors of Universities of lndia (As per list )

- All Directors of the llTs/llMs /NITs and Others (As per list )

Copy to with a request for suppor::

- Secretary, Deptt of Higher Education, GOI , N.Delhi
- Chairman, UGC, GOI , N.Dr:lhj.
- Chairman, AICTE, GOI , N.Delhi
- Chairman, MCi , GOI , N.Delhi
- Drinrin:r <6.'6f./\/ n6^artment of Higher Education of the State { As oer list ) ,"r,.'-a

,.n$o\j./\\!'.,,-
( Dr K.B.Thakur )

Secreta ry G enera | , AICMA


